Other
Examples and how-tos of other things KubeJS can do!
Changing Window Title and Icon
Default Options
Loading Assets and Data

Changing Window Title and
Icon
Yes, you can do that with KubeJS too.

To change title, all you have to do is change title in kubejs/config/client.properties .

To change icon, you create a kubejs/config/packicon.png image in standard Minecraft
texture size preferably (64x64, 128x128, 256x256, that kind of size).

The image has to be saved as 32-bit PNG, not Auto-detect/24-bit, otherwise you will get a
JVM crash!

Here's how to do that in PaintNET:

Example result:

Currently incompatible with Fancy Menu!

Default Options
You can ship default options from options.txt with KubeJS. This includes keybindings, video
settings, enabled resource packs, controls like autojump and toggle sprint and wierd things like
advanced tooltips.
Why use this instead of just shipping options.txt? If you ship options.txt then the users options will
get overridden every time they update your modpack, where-as KubeJS only sets the options once,
on the first time the modpack boots.

To use it simply make a file called defaultoptions.txt in the kubejs/config folder. Then copy any
lines you want to set by default over from the normal options.txt file. You can also just copy the
entire file if you want to include everything.
A full list of what options the options.txt file can contain is available on the Minecraft Wiki:
https://minecraft.fandom.com/wiki/Options.txt

Loading Assets and Data
You can also use KubeJS to load assets from resource packs and data from datapacks! While this
isn't the only method, its one of the easiest. Other options are <TODO: make and link server
datapack load page and client generate assets event page>
The data folder is loaded identically to the data folder in a datapack. If you already have a
datapack just copy the folder(s) from inside the datapacks data folder to KubeJS' data folder.
The assets folder is loaded identically to the assets folder in a resourcepack. If you already have a
resourcepack just copy the folder(s) from inside the resourcepacks assets folder to KubeJS' assets
folder.

